Introducing the ULTRAMAGIC “ADVENTURE 90” balloon system package.
The “ADVENTURE 90” balloon system package is based on the “MAGIC CLUB” package
which has been available from Ultramagic for many years. Ultramagic has now introduced
a stock 90 design as is available with the 77 “MAGIC PACK”. At the same time the start up
price has been lowered by reducing the amount of equipment in the package. However
this is not a cut quality or reduced specification package balloon. Ultramagic have created
a distinctive top of the range 90 package at a special price.
It is expected that the Ultramagic ADVENTURE 90 with be instantly noticeable at balloon
events around the world both on the ground and in the air as well. A rich black theme is
introduced throughout the balloon.
Black fabric is noticeable throughout the 4 stock 90,000 cu ft envelope designs as is the
black full height nomex throat, scoop and black load tapes. The envelope has the special
feature of the parachute and top 5 panels being in Ultralast fabric included in the price.
The full size 1.15m x 1.45m basket is straight top in design and finished in the highest
quality smooth black leather. Black rope handles are used throughout. The basket is
straight top for 2 reasons. Firstly this is to make the best use of space in the basket but
also it is so designed to allow the taller 40kg gallon to be safely installed as an option. A
black basket tidy is fitted inside the basket to accept fire extinguisher etc. A pilot restraint
harness (black of course!) is also included in the package.
The standard package includes a MK 21 single burner. It is well known that this powerful
burner has 2 of everything so it is equipped with all of the system redundancy and back up
advantages of a double burner but without the weight or price. However upgrades to a
double MK 21 burner will be allowed at a special price.
The standard package includes two 30kg cylinders complete with quick shut off valves,
black padded jackets and black straps. Extra cylinders are offered at list price with no
special pricing. However the two 30kg cylinders can be upgraded to two 40kg cylinders at
a special price.
Instruments are not included in the package price. It is expected than many pilots
buying this package system may already have instruments and as such instruments have
been left out of the special package price to keep the entry level price as low as possible.
However a special price on instruments will be made when they are ordered with one of
these packages.
“ADVENTURE 90 LITE” envelopes are available to special order at a special upgrade
price.
“ADVENTUURE 90” envelopes can be purchased separately subject to availability.

